
CHAPTER VII. 

TRAINS OF ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS. 

{DIRECTIONAL RELATION CONSTANT. ACLASS 
VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT. 

217. THE elementary combinations which have been the 
subject of the preceding chapters consiRt, for the most part, 
of two principal pieces only, a driver and a follower; and we 
have shewn how to connect these so as to produce any re
quired constant velocity ratio, or constant directional relation, 
whatever may be the relative position of the axes of ro
tation. There are many cases however in which, although 
theOTetically possible, it may be practically inconvenient, 
or even impossible, to effect the required communication of 
motion by a single combination; in which case a series 
or train of such combinations must be employed, in which 
the follower of the first combination of the train is carried 

by the same axis or sliding piece to which the driver of the · 
second is attached : the follower of the second is similarly 
connected to the driver of the third, and so on. 

218. In all the combinations hitherto considered the 
principal pieces either revolve or travel in right lines. In a 
train of revolving pieces, the first follower and second driver 
being fixed to the same axis, revolve with the same angular 
velocity ; and this is true for the second follower and third 

mthdriver, and generally for the follower and m + 1 ltb 

driver, which will also, if the piece which carries theDl 

travel in a right line, move ,vith t�e same linear velocity . 

• 
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But, for simplicity, let us consider all the pieces in the 
train to revolve (Art. 39), and let the synchronal rotations 
of the axes of the train in order be 

L1, J,,2, L3, L,u &c.••
.••. Lm, 

,n being the number of axes; 
i
i

L1 L,, Ls Lm-1 L1= 
· ·• 4 X Ls X L4 

••· • • • • •• Lm Lm ; 

that is; the ratio of the synchronal rotations of the extreme 

axes of the train is found by multiplying together the 

separate synchronal 'ratios of the successive pairs of axes. 

Also, if A1 A2 ••• Am be the angular velocities of the axes, 
we have 

" 
! 

! III 

I I! !  
i i
l l, 

219. And since the values of any one of these separate 
ratios will be unaffected by the substitution of any pair of 
numbers that are in the same proportion, we· may substitute 
indifferently in any one the numbers of teeth (N), the 
diameters (D), 01· radii (R), of rolling wheels, pitch-circles, 
or pullies, the periods (P) in uniform motion; or express 
the value of the ratio in any other equivalents that may be 
most easily obtained from the given machine or train whose 
motions we wish to calculate, recollecting that 

L A n r 1' .- = - = - = - = - , (Art. 69). 
l a N R P 

220. Ex. 1. In a train of wheel-work let the first 
axis carry a wheel of N1 teeth driving a wheel of n2 teeth 
on the second axis ; let the second axis carry also a wheel of 
N2 teeth driving a wheel of n

3 
teeth on the third axis, 

and so on. 
,·
;, 

' 
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N2 Nm-1
X - X •••••• ••• , 

that is, to find the ratio of the 8ynchronal rotations, or 
angular velocity of the la.st axis in a given train of wheet
wo1rk to those of the ji'l"st, multiply the numbe1·s of all the 
d1·i-vers for a numerator, and of all the followers for a deno
minator. 

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the number 
of drivers and of followers in a train of this kind is less by 
one than the number of axes. 

Ii
II 
.. 221. Ex. 2. The ratios may each be expressed in a dif
II 

ferent manner: thus in a train of five axes, let the first re
ii .. volve once while the second revolves three ti1nes; 
ii 
ii L1 1. --- -. . . 

L2 3 

:1 
:! 

Let the second carry a ,vheel of 60 teeth driving a pinion of 
·

20 on the third ;
, ll 

n3 

Let the third axis drive the fourth by a belt and pair of pul
lies of 18 and 6 inches diameter respectively; 

D3 18. --. . - .d, 6 

And let the fourth perform a revolution in ten seconds, and 
the last in two, when the machinery revolves uniformly; 

10 . . p4 - -,. - - . 
Ps 2 

therefore we have, 

L1 1 20 6 2 1- = - X - - - = -- · 
L5 3 60 

X 

1s 
X 

10 135 ' 

. · . -= -.
20 



Js. termed an idle wheel. 
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that is to say, that the first axis will perform one revolution 
•bile the last revolves 135 tin1es. 

222. In this manner the synchronal rotations of the ex
treme axes in any given machine may be calculated ; their 
directional relation may also be found, by examining in 
order the connexion of the axes, and by help of the few 
remarks which follow. 

In a train of wheel-work consisting solely of spur-wheels
or pinions with parallel axes, the direction of rotation will he 
alternately to right and left. If therefore the train consist 
or an even number of axes, the extreme axes will revolve in 
0Pposite directions, but if of an odd number of axes, then in 
the same direction. If an annular wheel be employed, its 
axis revolves the same way as that of the pinion (Art. 58). 

223. If a wheel A. (fig. 17, page 42} be placed between 
two other wheels C and B, it will not affect the velocity ratio 
or these wheels, which is the same as if the teeth of B were 
Jtnm
• 

ediately engaged with those of C, but it does affect the
directional relation ; for if B and C were in contact, they
•ou}d revolve in opposite directions, but in consequence of
the introduction of the intermediate axis of .J, Band C will 
revolve in the same direction. Such an intermediate wheel• 

' 
224. When the shafts of two wheels A. and B, flg. 120,

r•e so close together that the wheels i20 
cannot be placed in the same plane
•ithout making them inconveniently
sniaU, they may be fixed as here shewn,
80 as to lie one behind the other, and be 
connected by an idle wheel C, of rather 
rnore than double the thickness of the wheels it connects. 
Such a thick iclle wheel is tern1ed a Mnrlbor6ugh wheel, in 
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some districts. It is employed in the roller frames of spin
ning machinery. 

225. When the axes in a train are not parallel, the 
directional relation of the extreme axes can only be ascer
tained by tracing the separate directional relations of each 
contiguous pair of axes in order. 

By intermediate bevil-wheels parallel axes may be made 
to revolve either in the same or opposite directions according 
to the relative positions of the 

121wheels; for examp]e, in fig. 
121 the wheel .A drives B, 
upon whose shaft is fixed· the 
wheel E. Now if the wheel 
C be fixed on the same side 
of the intermediate axis as .A, 
the parallel axes of .A and C will revolve in opposite di
rections; but if the wheel be fixed as at D, on the opposite
side of the intermediate axis, then the axes of .A and D will 
revolve in the same direction, the same number of" wheels 
being employed in both cases. 

Endless screws may be represented in calculatian by 
a pinion of one or more leaves, according to the number 
of their · threads, (Art. 17 5), but their effect upon the 
directional relation of rotation will be different, accord

- ing as they are right-handed or left-handed screws. (Art.
ll 169).
I l lit 

226. Two separate ,vheels or pieces in a train may re-

volve concentrically about the same axes, 122 
as for example, the hands of a clock. AAlso, in fig. 122, the wheel B is fixed to 
an axis Cc, and the wheel .A to a ·  tube 
d or cannon, which turns freely upon 

CCr,. If these ,vheels may revolve in op-

,. 
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J>osite directions, a single bevil-wheel E will serve to connect 
them, if the three cones have a common apex as in the figure;
and since Eis an idle wheel (Art. 2i3), the velocity ratio of B 
to A will depend solely upon the radii of their own frusta. 

But if the wheels B, ...4. are to revolve in the same direc
f100, they must be made in the form of spur-wheels, and 
connected by means of two other spur-wheels fixed to an 
axis parallel to Cc. 

227. Millwrights imagine that in a given pair of 
toothed wheels it is desirable that the individual teeth of one 
'Vheel should come into contact with the same teeth of the 

�ther wheel as seldom as possible, on the ground that the 
irregularities of their figure are more likely to be ground 
down and removed by continually bringing different pairs of 
teeth into action. 

This is a very old idea, and is stated nearly in the 
above words by De la Hire. It has also been acted upon 
llp to the present time. Thus Oliver Evans tells us, that 
'' great care should be taken in matching or coupling the 
•heels of a mill, that their number of cogs be not such 
that the same cogs will often meet; because if two soft ones 
meet often, they will both wear away faster than the rest, 
and destroy the regularity of the pitch ; whereas if they are 
continually changing they will wear regular, even if they 
be at first a little irregular•." 

The c1ockmakers on the other hand, think that the 
"earing down of irregularities will be the best effected by
bringing the same pair of teeth into contact as often as 
f>ossiblet. 

8 • O. Evans, Young Millwright's Guide, Philadelphia, 1834, p. 193. Vide aJaouchanan•, Euay11, by Rennie, p. 117. 
t F'ranc<PUr, Mkanique El6mentaire,p. 143. 
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Let a wheel of JJ,/ teeth drive a wheel of N teeth, and let 

!= ·: when m and n are the least numbers in that ratio ; 

.·. nM = m N, 

and n is the least ,vhole number of circumfer€nces of the 
,vheel 11/ that are equal to a whole number pf circumferences 
of the wheel N. 

If, therefore, we begin to reckon the circumf€rences of 

each wheel that pass the line of centers, after a given pair of 

teeth are in contact, it is clear that after n revolutions of M, · 1  
1and m of N, the same t,\ 0 teeth will be again in contact. Nei-

ther can they have 1net before ; for as the entire circum-
ference of one ,vheel applies itself to the entire circumference 

\of the other tooth by tooth, and as the numbers m and n are 
the least multiples of the respective circumferences that are 
equal, it follo,vs that it is only after these respective lengths 
of circumferences have rolled past each other that the begin-
nings of each can again meet. 

If we act on the ,vatchmaker's principle, by which the 
contacts of the same pair are to take place very often, the 
numbers of the wheels .ill and N n1ust be so adjusted that 
m and n n1ay be the smallest possible, without materially al-

tering the ratio -;; and this will be effected by n1aking the 

least of the two nu1nbers m, n equal to unity, an<l therefore 
M a  multiple of N. •

Bnt if the millwright's principle he adopted, m and n '' 

must be as large as possible, that is, equal to M and N, or 

in other words, � and N must be prime to each other. 

The mill wrights employ a hunting cog for this purpose. 

Suppose, for example, that a shaft is required to revolve 

about three times as fast as its driving shaft, 72 and 24 are a 

pair of nurrtbers for teeth that would produce this effect 
l 

i 
' ,· 
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-atld would suit a watchmaker, one being a multiple of 
the other ;  but the millwright would add one tooth to the 
"heel (the hunting cog), and thus obtain 78 and 24, which are 
Prime to each other, and very nearly in the desired ratio•. 

228. Son1etimes also the nature of the mechanis1n re
quires that the wheels shall come as seldoo1 as possible into 
'the same relative positions, and in that case the principle
tnay be applied to a train of several axes. For example, in a 
train of three axes, in which the drivers have each 22 
teeth, and the followers 25 and 3.5 teeth, we have 

L1 2.5 x 35 484 = L3 
= 2-2-22x-- 875 ; 

'Vhich numbers are prime to each other, and therefore the 
�Xtreme wheels of the train will not return to the satne 
relative position, until one has made 484, and the othel' 875 
revolutions. These are the numbers of the old Piemont silk
reel (1·7i4), which is an excel1ent example of this principlet. 

229. We are now able to calculate the relative motions
of the parts in a given machine in which the velocity
r�tios are constant. The inverse prob]em is one of con
SJderable importance in the contrivance of mechanism ; 
llatnely, Gi.,en the velocity ratio of the extreme axes or 
Piece, of a train, to determine the number of interme
difite a�es, and the proportions of the wheels, or num
be,8 of their teeth. For simplicity we 1nay suppose the 
train to consist of toothed wheels only ; for a mixed train, 
consisting of wheels, pullies, link-work, and sliding pieces,
can be calculated upon the same prjnciples. Let the syn
chronal rotations of the first and last axes of the train be 

� 
.• In a pair of wheels whose numbers are so obtained, any two teeth which 

,11:
t in the &rat re•olution are distant by one in the second, by two . i� the third,
80, h •on ;  80 that one tooth may be said to hunt the other, whence the phrase,

untang cog. . . 
t Encycl. Methodique, Manufactures et Arts, ton1e 11. p. 20, 

14, 
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where k may be a whole number, 
k 

L1 
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L1 and Lm respectively, and let N1 N2 • • •  &c. be the num. 
bers of teeth in the drivers, and n1 n2 • • •  in the followers: 
then by Art. 220, 

Lm N1 .N2 • Ns • •.- =  -----
L1 n1 • n2 • n3 • • •  

and by hypothesis the value of L
L

m 

i 
is given, and we have 

to find an equal fraction whose numerator and denominator 
shall admit of being divided into the same nu1nber of factors 

. of a convenient m agnitude for the number of teeth of a 
wheel. Also to find the value of m. 

Synchronal rotations are preferred to angular velocities 
in stating the question, because it is generally in this form 
that the data are supplied. 

230. In any given train of wheel-work the drivers 
may be placed in any order upon the axes as well as the 

. N1 . N2 • Ns . · • 'IIfollowers ; for the value of the fraction - - w1 
n1 • n2 . ns • • •  

be unaffected by any change of order in the factors, and 
therefore N1 may be placed either upon the first, second, or 
third axes ; and similarly for the others. 

231. I ... et w be the greatest number of teeth that can 
be conveniently assigned to a wheel, and p the least that 

recan be given to a pinion. The train may be either 
quired for the purpose of reducing or increasing velocity. 
In the first case, Lm will be less than Li, and the pinions the 
drivers ; but in the second case, Lm will be greater than 

Lu and the wheels the drivers. 
LLet •·. i or
Lm p

Take m equal to k + I (Art. 220) if a ,vhole 
·r anumber, or to the next greatest whole number to k + 1 1 

fraction. This will plainly be the least value that can be 
•given to m. 

or a fraction. 



11 6xed a toothed wheel B, and 

18 fixed to the second arbor C b of 
the train, which also carries a 
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For tn must be a whole number, and if it be takm 
. 

less than k + l then the values of � will be greater ; that is,
p.either w will become a greater number than can be assigned

� a wheel, or p a less than can be given to a pinion, which 
11 absurd. 

No general rule can be given for determining the values 
of 10 and p, which are governed by considerations that vary
according to the nature of the proposed machine ; also,
lt• •ill rarely happen that the fraction will admit of being 
divided into factors . so nearly equal as to limit the 
nutnber of axes to the smallest value so assigned. 

The discussion of a few examples will best explain the 
lllode of proceeding in particular cases. 

232. Fig. 128 is a diagram to represent the arrange
nient of the wheel-work of a clock 123or the simplest kind, for the pur I 

e
,pose of illustrating what follows m : 

upon trains of wheel-work in ge. 
neral. 

I 
I
I
I
I 

l===D====a==at-····••·I�
I
I
I 

The weight W is attached to 
the end of a cord, which is coiled E 

FI
Iround the barrel .A. Upon the 

8atne axis or arbM• as the barrel• 

�hie wheel drives a pinion b, which 

M 
B 

:H 
e 

•heel C. 

' 1l , I
II
IThis wheel drives a / 

upon the third arbor, 
½pinion c 

lll<l upon this arbor is also fixed a 
•toothed wheel • D of a peculiar 

• Arl,or is the watchmaken' term for an axi1; vide Note p. 44. 
14-2 
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,.construction, termed an escapement wheel or swing-wheel. I
Above this wheel is an arbor ed termed the verge, which is . i 

connected with the pendulum ef of the clock, and vibrates 
together with it through a small arc. The verge also carries 
a pair of teeth which are termed pallets, and are engaged 
with the teeth of the swing-wheel D in such a manner, that 
every vibration of the pendulum and verge allows one tooth 
of the wheel to escape and pass through a space equal to half 
the pitch. With the nature of this connexion ,ve have at 
present nothing to do ; for, as the motion of the clock-work 
is our only object, it is sufficient to kno,v that one tooth of 
the swing-wheel passes the line of centers for every two 
vibrations of the pendulum. 

Let the time of a vibration of the pendulum be t 
seconds, where t is a whole number or a fraction, and let 
the swing-wheel have e teeth, then the period or time of a 
complete rotation of this wheel is 9.te. To take a simple 
case, let the pendulun1 be a seconds' pendulu1n ; .·. t = 1, 
and if e = 30, the swing-wheel will revolve in a minute ; . 
and if B have 48 teeth, and C 45, and the pinions 6 leaves 
each, we have for the train 

L?, 48 x 45 
= 60 ; 

LI 
= 

' 6 x 6 
,, . 

therefore A will revolve in an hour ; and supposing the cord 
to be coiled about sixteen times round the barrel, the weight 

in its descent will uncoil it and turn the barrel round, com
municating motion to the entire train until the cord is com

pletely uncoiled, which it will be after sixteen hours . 

' 

•• a.; 

This train of wheel-work is sole} y destined to the pur

poses of.communicating the action of the weight to the pen

dulum in such a manner as to supply the loss of motion 

from friction and the resistance of the air. But besides 

this, the clock is required to indicate the hours and minutes 
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·E and.Feare fixed to it. 
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· by the rotation of two separate hands, and accordingly two 
other trains of wheel-work are employed for this�purpose. 

The train just described is generally contained in a
frame consisting of two plates, shewn edgewise at kl, m n,
·-.vhich are kept parallel and at the proper distance by means 
of three or four pillars, not shewn in the diagram. Opposite
holes are drilled in these plates, which receive the pivots of
the axes or arbors already described. But the axis which 
carries A and B projects through the plate, and other wheels 

Below this axis and parallel to it a stout pin or stud is
fixed to the plate, and a tube revolves upon this stud, to one 
end of which is fixed the minute-hand M, and to the other a 
\Vheel e engaged with E. In our present clock E revolves in 
an hour, consequently the wheels E and e must be equal. 

A second and shorter tube is fitted upon the tube of the 
minute-hand so as to revolve freely, and this carries at one 
end the hour-hand H, and at the other a wheel I, which is
driven by the pinion F; and because / n1ust revolve in
twelve hours, it must have twelve times as many teeth 
as F. 

233. "ro exhibit the ramifications of motion in a machine,
and the order and nature of the several parts of which
the trains are composed, it is convenient to employ a nota
tion. This notation should be of such a f9rm as not only to 
�Jthibit these particulars, but also to adtnit of the addition,
if necessary, of dimensions and nomenclature, as well as to 
allo\V of the necessary calculations by which the velocity 
ratios may be deduced. To ·exhibit in this way the actual
•rraogement of the parts is out of the question ; this can 
�nly be done by drawings, and the very object of a notation 
18 tQ unravel the apparent confusion into which the trains �f 
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motion are thrown by the packing of the parts into the 
fran1e of the 1nachine, and to place them in the order of 
their successive action. 

Clock and watchmakers have long employed a system 
which consists simply in representing the wheels by the 
numbers of their teeth, and writing these numbers in suc
cessive lines, placing the ,vheels which are fixed on the same 
arbor on the same horizontal line, with the sign - inter
posed, and writing the numbers of the wheels that are in 
geer vertically over each other. 'l"he first driver in the train 
is always placed at the top of the series. 

Thus in the principal train of the clock, fig. 123, if the 
letters represent the wheels we should write down the 
train thus : 

B 
b·--C 

c:---D ;  

I
•· 

or, employing the numbers already selected, 

48 
6--45 

6---30, 

and adding the names, which is sometimes done, 
Great wheel 48, 

Pinion 6--45 second-wheel, 
Pinion 6--30 swing-wheel•. 

• Farey in Rees' Cyclopredia, art. Clockwork, calls this the ordinary mecha• 
nical method of writing down the numbers. Oughtred in his Opuscula, 1677, 
proposes another method in which the wheels which are on the same axis are 
written vertically over one another, and those which are in geer are placed in tbe 
same line with the character ) between ; thus, ( the first driver being at the bot• 

tom, and all the drivers to the right of the followers) : 
30 
6)45

6)48 
•He employs, however, letters in lieu of figures, and introduces other artific;

which are scarcely worth dwelling upon. Derham (Artificial Clockmaker, 169 ) 
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234. This method requires very little addition to 
lllake it a very convenient system for mechanism in general.
Thus the entire 01ovement of the r-lock, fig. 128, 

Burele- 48 -------26 ---- 4 
6 - U  ! :

6 - 30 awing-wheel 1 i 
2S-minute-hallcl 1 

48 - hour-hand 
Dlay be thus represented, and by which is shown very 
clearly the three trains of mechanism from the barrel to the 
3\Ving-wheel, the minute-hand and the hour-hand ;  as well as
the distinction of the pieces into drivers and followers, and
the nature of their connexion ; namely, whether they be 
J>ertnanently united by being .fixed upon the same axis,
or connected by geering. If however other connexions 
are introduced, as by wrapping-bands, or links, this niust 
1:>e written in the diagram, or expressed by a proper sign. 
I shall have occasion to return to this subject in a future 
Page•. 

235. In the explanation of the clock, 6g. 128, I have
a&surned the numbers of the wheel-work and of the axes ; 
let us now examine whether these are the best for the
Purpose, or generally how such numbers would be de
terrnined. 

If the arbor of the swing-wheel revolYe in a minute, 

�oUows this method, and also u11es another which consists in writing all the
thlllnbtra f n  one line, thus, 48Jf>-4iJ6-39, where the character J impliea tha& 
..:.•hee� between which it lies geer together, and - that they are fixed on the
th e &Xts. Allexandre, Trait� gl!n�ral des Horloges, 1735, writes the numbers 
. u

w 
a,.48. .6-46.6-30; and Derham also gives the " usual way of watchmakerslQ

48 
46-6 
30-6:eh, to use his own word11, "though very inconvenient in calculation, repre-

eth a Piece ofwork handtomely enough, and aomewhat natW'ally." 

)f 
• l\fr. Babbage is the only one who hu endeavoured to extend Notation to 

hi
ecbaniam,in general. His elaborate and complete aystem ia fully explained in 

p:rperon "A method of expresaing by signs the action of .Machinery•., in tbe
OSOphical Transactions, 18'26, vide below, Chap. Hh )( (/4LJ,- [�) 
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•
,,,,,and that of the barrel in an hour, we have L. = 60 ; or if D

Li 
be the product of all the drivers, and F of the followers, 
D = 60n. F, an indeterminate equation, for t.he solution of 
which any numbers may be employed that are proper for 
the teeth of wheels. Now in common clocks six is the 
least number of _leaves that is ever employed in a pinion, 
and 60 teeth the greatest number that can be given to 

a ,vheel ; 
w 60:.  = 6 = 10.p

L. 
8Now � = 101 

' , therefore by Art. 231, 3 is the least
L1 

number of axes ; and there ,vill be two pinions of six each, 
.·. D = 60 x 62 = 2160, which is the product of two wheels. 

We are at liberty to divide this into any two suitable 
factors. 'I�he best mode of doing it is to begin by dividing 
the number into its prin1e factors, writing it in this form: 

242160 = X 33 
X 5. 

For this enables us to see clearly the composition of 
the number; and it is easy to distribute these factors into 
two groups ; as for example, 

24 
• 3 )( 32 

• 5 = 48 X 45, or 23 
• 5 X 2 . 33 = 40 X 54, 

32 x 22or 22 
• • 3 . 5 = 36 x 60. 

The nearest to equality is the first, 48 and 45 ; and these 
will probably be selected for the train, which will stand thus: 

D 48 x 45 
- --- .= 
F 6 x 6 

This is the best form in which to exhibit the numbers 
for a t1·ain when they have been merely divided into proper 

factors for teeth. If the distribution of the wheels and 

pinions upon the several axes is also settled, the train may 

then be ,vritten in the form 48 
6--45 

6. 

' 
\

! 
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236. Six is however too small a number of leaves to 
ensure perfect action in a pinion, for it appears in the Table 
(p. 98) that a pinion of 6 will only work with a wheel of 20 

when the receding arc of action is equal toe: x pitch, and 
8 

that if this arc be greater, the pinion becomes in1pos
sible. A pinion of 8 will be better, but 1O or 12 should 
he employed if a very perfect action is required. If 8 be 
selected, we have F - 82 = 64, and D = 64 x 60, which will 
form a good train. 

But in well-made clocks we may allow more than 60 
teeth to the wheel : JOO or even 120 is very admissible. If we 
begin, then, with the wheels, and assume that threee· arbors 
are to he employed, 

D (100)2

let -- = 60 ; •·. p = 13, nearly.- =F p2 

Assume, therefore, F = 12 x 14 ; ••• D = 60 x 12 x 14-

= 96 X 105 ; 

which gives the train 105 

}q,..4 --96 
12 

237. In a train of k + 1 . axes of which every wheel has 
u, teeth, and every pinion p leaves, ,ve have 

L,,, (w)" . w= = xl 1f = 3J.
r.. p p 

Now 3JP (= w) is the number of teeth in each wheel, and 
k (p + 3JP) is the entire number of teeth in the train. 

k 

Let (;) or xl = constante= C ;  

J C  
. · . k =  1 3J ' 
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·· 1 C
and number of teeth = - . p .  (1 + x) 

l x  . .= a nnn1mum. 

Differentiating we obtain in the usual manner, 
l + X 

1 X = -- ;  whence x = 3 .  59. 
X 

If therefore a given angular velocity ratio is to be 
obtained with the least number of teeth, we rnust make 
w 
- = 3 .  59. This theorem is due to Dr. Young*. 
p 

...\s a practical rule this is not of much value, for it pro
ceeds on the assumption that simplicity is best consulted by 
reducing the number of teeth only as much as possible; but, 
in fact, it is necessary in doing this to avoid also increasing 
the number of axes in a train. For example, in our clock 
Lm .= 6 h" h b ·e1ng greater bt an t e cu e h o • ld- o, ,v 1c h f 3 59 wouL

1 

require for the least number of teeth at least three wheels ; 
and, in fact, if ,ve compute the number of teeth required in 
the case of one, two, three, and four wheels, assuming the 
number of leaves in the pinions to be six, we find, putting 
D for the denominator, and dividing it into convenient fac
torsn: 

Wheels. Total Number of Teeth. 

one wheel D = 6 x 60 = 360 360 + 6 = 366 
two wheels D = 62 x 60 = 45 x 48 45 + 48 + 2 x 6 = 105

three wheels D = 63 x 60 = 20 x 27 x 24 20 + 27 + 24 + 3 x 6 == 89
four wheels D = 64 x 60 = 15 x 16 x 18 x 18 15 + 16 + 18 + 18 + 4 x 6 = 91 
five wheels D =- 65 x 60 := 123 x 15 x 18 3 x 12 + 15 + 18 + 5 x 6 = 99 

So that, as the theorem has already taught us, the least 
number of teeth, 89, is required when three wheels are em
ployed. But the universal practice is to employ two wheels 

and pinions only in the train between the hour-arbor and 
swing-wheel arbor, for, in fact, the increase in the number of 

• Young's Nat. Philosophy, vol. 11. p. 56. 

., 
., 

•
\ 

' 
'' 

,·
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teeth does not occasion so great a loss of simplicity as the 
additional arbor with its wheel and pinion would do. Some 
lllechanicians have fallen into the opposite error of supposing
that the simplicity of the clock would be still more improved 
by reducing the train to a single wheel and pinion, and hence 
increasing inordinately the number of teeth in the wheel. 
Ot this nature are Fe1·guson"s and Franklin's clocks*. 

238. If a clock has no seconds' hand there is no neces-
�ity for the arbor of the swing-wheel to perform its revolution 
18 a minute, which when the pendulum is short, would 
become impracticable, from the great number of teeth 
required. Now from Art. 232, if t be the time of vibration 
of the pendulum in seconds, and e the number of teeth of 

the swing-wheel, 2te is time of rotation of the swing-wheel. 

But the vibrations of small pendulums are commonly
expressed by stating the number of them in a minute. Let 

P be this number, .·. � is the time of one rotation of the 
p

swing-wheel in minutes, and the hour-arbor revolves in 60 
. . D �llllnutes ; the train between them is represented by F = e • 

Ex. The pendulum of a clock makes 170 vibrations in 
a tninute, and there are 25 teeth in the swing-wheel, and eight
leaves are to be given to the pinions ; to find the wheels : 

D so x 170
- =  
04 25 

whence D = 18056 = 1 28 x 102. 

239. In a watch the vibrations of the balance are much 
more rapid than in any pendulum-clock, varying in different 
constructions from 270 to 360 in a minute. Also, from the 

• Vide Ferguson's .IUcchanical Exerci�es, or any Encyclopa!dia. 
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small size of the machinery, it becotnes irnpossible to put so 
many teeth into the wheels. The escapemoent-wheel, termed 
in a \Vatch the balance-wheel, has frorn 13  to 16 teeth, instead 
of having, as in a clock, fro1n 20 to 40, and the numbers of 
teeth in the wheels vary from 40 to so, or in chronometers 
and larger work are sometimes carried as high as 96, whereas 
in large clocks, 130 may even be employed. Now as the 
nun1ber of leaves in the pinions do not admit of reduction, 
the consequence is, that an additional arbor must be em
ployed in watches, and the train of wheel-work between the 
hour-arbor and the arbor of the balance-wheel consists of 
3 wheels and 3 pinions, instead of the two pair employed in 
a clock. 

Ex. The balance of a watch makes 360 vibrations in a 
minute, and there are 15 teeth in the balance-wheel, and 
eight leaves in the pinions ; to find the wheels : 

Here F = B x 8 x 8, 

30 X 360
and D = 83 

--- = 368640 = 80 x 72 x 64. 
15 

240. The examples of clock-trains already given, 
refer merely to the connexion between the hour-arbor and 
the swing-wheel, and it has been assumed throughout that 
the barrel for the weight is carried by the hour-arbor ; but 
in this case the clock will not go f'or more than sixteen hours, 
and must therefore be ,vound up every night and morn.1ng. 
If it be required to go longer the barrel must be fixed 
to a separate axis, and this connected by wheel-work with 

morethe hour-arbor, so that the barrel n1ay revolve much 

slowly, and consequently allo\\' the weight to occupy a 
longer time in its descent. , 

No\v the cord, as we have seen, is wound. spirally round 
the barrel, and by making the barrel of the requisite lcngth' 

., 



ng)e pair, but will do very well for two. 81
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We could of course make it hold as many coils as we 
please. 

But in practice jt is .fowid that if more than about 
sixteen coils . are placed . on it, it becomes inconveniently 
long. So that if the clock he required to go for eight days
without fresh winding up, each turn of the barrel will 
occupy twelve hours. As the arbor of the hour-hand 
revolves in one hour, any pair of wheels whose ratio is 12
\\ill answer the purpose of connecting them ; 96 and R 
are the numbers usually employed, which will produce this 
train:-

Periods.Train for Eight-day Clock. 

1 2b96 • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
s - 105 . • • • • • • • • •• • . • • . • • •  lb 

8 - 96 • • • • • • • • • • •  

1'8 - 30 • • • •  

nine are employed, 

241. If the clock be required to go a month, or 
32 days, without winding, then supposing the barrel, as
before, to have sixteen turns, each turn of the barrel will 
occupy 48 hours, and the train from the barrel to the 

Dhour-arbor = = 48 which is too great a number for a' F 
If pinions of 

D = 9 x 9 x 48 = 72 x 54 ; 

Which numbers being small we are at liberty to employ 
larger pinions ; for example, if we take twelve and sixteen, 

D = 1 2  x 1 6  x 48 = 96 x 96 ; 
-Whence the following train : 



. · .. :--� · .. .:· .. .. - · ·  •·····-·- . . .  � . .. ·•• 
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... . 

Train for l\Ionth-Clock. Periods. 

96 • • • • • • . • • . . • . . • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • •  48h 

16 - 96 • • • • • . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • •• •  •• •  

12  - 105 • . . . . • . . . • . . . . .  lb 

8 - 96. • • . • • .  • • •  

8 - 30 1' 

242. Now in the clock (fig. 123), the arbor of A is 
1nade to revolve in an hour, because the wheels E and e are 
equal. By making these wheels of different numbers, we get 
rid of the necessity of providing an arbor in the principal 
train that shall revolve in an hour, and may by that means, 
in an eight-day clock, or month-clock, distribute the wheels 
more equally. For example, in  an eight-day clock let the 
swing-wheel revolve ine. a minute ; and let the train from the 

. . I 08 x I08 x 100 barrel-arbor to this m1nute-arbor be ------ = 810, 
12 X 12 X 10 

in which the barrel will revolve in 810 minutes or thirteen 
hours and a half, and consequently fourteen or fifteen coils 
of the cord will be sufficient. 

The second wheel in this train, ,vhich in fig. 123 cor

responds to B, ,vill revolve in 2 x 810 minutes, or an 
108 

hour and a half, and on its arbor must be fixed, as in the 
figure, the two wheels E and F for the minute and hour
hands ; consequently, the ratio of 

F 1 E 3- = - , and - = - .f B e 2 

It is convenient that the size or pitch of the teeth in 
.,these two pairs should be about the same. '1o effect this, let 

x be the multiplier of the first ratio, and y of the second ;  

. • 
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so that x and Sa> are the numbers of teeth in the first pair, 
. and Sy, 2y in the second. Then, if the teeth of the two 

pairs be of the same pitch, we have 

a> +  Bx = 3y + 2y, or gx = 5 y ;  .·. tll = - .  

Let y = 9 z ; . ·. .v = 5z; 
5

and if z = 1 ,  y = 9, x = 5, numbers are -
40 

10

Z= 2, y = l8,  X = lO, • • • ••• · • · • • • · ·  -
, 80,, 

:· .e.either of which may be adopted. 
'{, 

i
' 

27
and 

18  

and 
54 

6
;-

3 )  

. 
I, ' Train of Eight-day Clock.
'· ,.
"
,!, 

, . .; . 

108 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •  

12 - 108 54 10 • • • • • • •  
12 - 110 · · · · · · · · · • • :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : • • • • • • • •  

1 0 - 30 . • • •  ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . .  

s°6 - minute-
. . . : .. . . .. . .hand 

s·o_hour-
hand 

Periods. 

810' 
go' 

I' 
60' 
720' 

I have confined the above examples to clock-work,. 
;because its action is more generally intelligible than that of 
:4!tther machines ; but the principles and methods are uni-' 
�rsally applicable, or at least require very slight modi-

(fi�tions to adapt them to particular cases. _e

' ' TO OBTAIN APPROXll\iATE NUMBERS FOR TRAINS. 
/ . ·  

243. If �� = a  when a is a prime number, or one whose 1. ... " f' 
I ,  

ttnme factors are too large to be conveniently employed in 
. ,heel-work, an approxin1ation may be resorted to. For ex
i::;:f, l\";";pie, assume Lm = a :l: E. This will introduce an error ,..... L1 



and there will be an error o D · . ; 

.. ···· ·- ·· .- - · - - - . . " .. - - · - ·  - - ··----·... 
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of :b E revolutions of the last axis, during one of the first, 
and the nature of the machinery in question can alone 
detern1ine whether this is too great a liberty. 

But we n1ay obtain a better approximation than this, 
without unnecessarily increasing the number of axes in the 
train ; for determine in the manner already explained the 
least number m of axes that would be necessary if a were 
decomposable, and the number of leaves that the nature of 
the machine n1akes · it expedient to bestow on the pinions, 
and let F be the product of the pinions so determined ; 

Lm D Fa . .·. - or - = -, supposing the w h lee s to d .rive.
L1 F F 

D Fa :b E . Assume 
F = ;F . 

,vhere E must be taken as sn1all as possible, but so as to obtain 
for Fa :b E a: nutnerical value decomposable into factors. 
'l'here will be in this case an error of :b E rotations in the 
last axis during F of the first, or of -1:FE rotations during one 
of the first. 

., 

.•,' . 

If the pinions be the drivers, then in the same manner 
Da :b E . f � E L1- =assutne 

rotations in the first axis during one of the last. 
Lm D 

244. Ex. Let it be required to make ��• = 269 nearly. 
Now if the nearest ,vhole number 270 be taken, a train may
be forn1ed, but with an error of one revolution in 270. But 

I . suppose that from the nature of the machine, a ratio of 8 15 

the greatest that can be allowed between wheel and pinion, 

I 
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then since 269 lies between 82 and 83 
, it appears that three 

Pair of wheels and pinions are necessary. 

. D 269000
If pinions of 10 are employed, - = ---, 

F 1000 

d 269001 X 41 .an -= 3
8 

·11 k ood train,, w1 ma e a very g
1000 103 

1with an error of of a revolution only in 269.
1000 

245. Ex. 2. Let it be required to find a train that 
shall connect the twelve hour-wheel of a clock with a wheel 
revolving in a lunation, = 29d . 12h . 44' nearly, for the pur
pose of shewing the Moon's age upon a dial. Reducing
the periods to minutes, we have 

..... 
.. -"" jL,H. 42524 

,\.,. .l ' ), � /'Ii t1 . 
0 

Ls .. _:_ 720 ' 
. I ,,..,.of which the di; ·�mi.iii�-' ( = 2' x 10631) contains a large 

prirne, but 
42524 + 1 945 · s3. 5. 7- - =  ' 

720 16  2' 

18 \Veil adapted to form a train of wheel-work, with an error 
of one minute in a lunation. 

246. This method is sufficient for ordinary purposes,
hut if greater accuracy be required, or if the terms of the 
fraction, although divisible into proper factors, should re

'- quire so many wheels and pinions, as to make it necessary,_\ito · find a fraction which shall approximate to the value in 
5lllall�r terms, then continued fractions must be resorted to. 

L,s
Ls: being given in the form of a fraction with large 

terms, must be treated in the usual manner• to obtain the 

• Vide Euler;, Algebra, Barlow on Numben, or Bonnycutle'• Algebra, &c. 

15 

., 
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series of principal and intermediate fractions, ,vhich must be 
separately examined until one is found that will admit of 
a convenient division into factors, and at the same time 
approximate with sufficient accuracy. 

· 247, Ex. To find an annual train. 

Let it be required to find a train of wheel-work for a 
clock, by means of which a ,vheel may be made to revolve 
in an exact year, that is, in 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minute�, 
48 seconds*. 

If the hours, minutes, and seconds, be reduced to 
decimals of a day, the period becomes 365.242 days ; and 
supposing the pinion from which the motion is to be de
rived to revolve in one day, the required ratio becomes 
365.242 which by the common rule for circulating decimals

1 .000 ' 
is equal to 

365242 - 36524 328718 1 64359 = - ' 
goo goo 450 

when in its lowest terms. 
Now as the nearest whole number to this is 365, it 

appears that three axes, at least, would be required to 
produce this variation of motion, and therefore the fraction 
itself would not be in terms too great, provided it were 
manageable. Now 

164359 269 X 47 X 13 

. 450 10 X 9 X 5 

which has an inconveniently large number, 269, but has 
been actually employed to form a train, in Mr. Pearson s 
Orrery for Equated Motionst, in this form, 

269 X 26 X 94 
• 

10 X 10 X 18' 
· · the• The length of the year determined by different astronomers varies in 

number of seconds from 47",95 to 51".6; the mean of five results is 49".77, 
t Rees' Cyclopredia, art. Orrery. 

.i · 

. . 

I 
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If the ratio be treated by the method of continued
fractions, we obtain in the usual manner, 

Quotients. 366 4 7 1 3 1 2 

Principal 0 l 365 1461 10&92 12053 46751 S8804 
(A) 16!:9Fraction a. 1 0 1  4 29 33 128 (B) 161 

34698 (c) 1-:M 
96111termediate 

Fractions. 
22645 

62 

The whole of these fractions will be found unmanage
able, from containing large primes, with the exception of those marked .A, B and C, of which .A is the original 
fraction. 

241 x 61 x 4 -= 241 x 61 x 52
(B) =- _ 

7 X 28 28 X J 8 X 7 

corresponds to a period of 365d. 5h. 48'. 49".19218 ; this 
has been employed by Janvier•. 

105555 227 X 81 X 15 
(C) = 289 17 X 17 

ta h ' 4 ,, u1v ent to a pen f 3 5 5 . 4fB .  d 1s rather more accurate than the last ; but as they each include a large wheel, it appears that the original fraction is quite 
as con\1enient. 

eq . al .od o 6 d• 7 • 8, an . 

248. If, as in the example just cited, the series of 
fractions obtained will not give a sufficiently convenieut 
result, the more general method which follows may be 
einployed, which however requires the calculation of the continued fractions, at least of the principal fractions, asthey are called, and which, therefore, will not supersede the 

• Rees• Cyclopll!dia, art. Planetary Muhinea. 
15-! 
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n1ethod just explained, but n1ay be used after it, should it 
be found to fail. 

To find a fraction 
aJ
- �ery near to 

a 
b , we have their 

a x ay 

y 
- blc kdifference = - - - = -- -- = - , suppose : b y by by 

k will be by the supposition a very small integer, com
pared with by, and either positive or negative ; to find k, 
we have the indeterminate equation ay - bx =  k. Let the 

a
fraction b be converted into a series of principal converging 

fractions, and let 
p 

be the last but one, then it can be 

shewn * that the following expressions will include all 
the solutions of this equation that are possible in integer 
numberse: x = pk + ma, y = qk + mb, 

iC pk + ma
and = 

y qk + mb 
will be the approximate fraction required, in  which m may 
be any whole number, positive or negative, as well as k, 
but k must be small with respect to by or ax. Thus a 

multitude of values of x may be obtained, from whence the. y 
onee· may be chosen that best admits of decomposition into 
factors. 'I'he only part of this process which is left to 
choice is the selection of values for k and m. The num
bers obtained from them for x and y must necessarily be 
small, for we are seeking numbers less than a and b, and 
therefore k and m must have diff'erent signs, but even with 
this limit there is an infinite latitude given to the choice. 

Assume k = o, - 1, + 1 ,  - 2, and so on ; and in each 
-case take such values of m as will make the values of r.c and 'Y, 

• Euler's Algebra, p. 530. Barlow on Numbers, p. 317. Francreur, Cour5 

-de Mathematiques, Art. 565. Par. 1819. 

·1· 

= 

I' 
\ 

. • 
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1s a new one. 

to �:• Table extends only to 10000, Chemac'8 to 1019999, and Burckhardt'1 
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not too great for the purpose, trying always whether the 
pair of results are decon1posable into factors, and if they be, 
then proceeding to calculate the consequent error. In this 
l'iay a pair of numbers will at last be found, that will give
sufficient exactness without employing too much wheel-work•. 
Tables of factors will greatly assist in these operationst. 

. . ,11 45249. For exan1ple, to find a fract1on - very near to - , 
'!/ 14 

(Art. 251 .) the last fraction but one of the series of principal 
converging fractions, is 

16
, and putting these numbers in the 

5 

exp x· 
y

' I 6 k  + m 45 

5 k  + m 14 

x 29
Let m = I k = - I, . . - = -.  

y 9 
.x IS 

m = l  k = - 2 - ::a:: - . 

y 4, 

tJJ 42 
m = 2 k = - 3  - = - .  

y 18 

Two of these have already been obtained from the series 
of con . .verging fractions' b ut the thir. d 42 . In 

13  

fact · · m a + pk · d h o e o f h, since the expression ---� 1nclu es t e wh I t e 
mb + qk

Principal and secondary converging fractions, as well as many
0ther approximate values of the original fraction, it must be 
expected that some assumed values of m and k will repro
duce these already calculated approximations. 

p. ;:_rancmur, Diet. Technologique, tom. xiv. p. 423, and Traite de Mecanique, 

4 ·lSu�h as Barlow's New Mathematical Tables, 1814. Chemac. Cribrum 
;ineticwn, Davent. 1811. Burckbardt, Table des Diviseurs. Par. 1817. 

. .
' .. , . 
.C, !' 
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But the coexisting values of m and p that belong to the 
converging fractions, may be obtained at once, to save this 
useless trouble. For this purpose, write the quotients ob
tained from the original fraction in a reverse order, and 
proceed to deduce converging fractions from them in the 
usual manner, both principal and intermediate. Then will 
the numerator and denominator of each fraction of this 
new set be the coexisting values of m and k, that belong 
to a corresponding fraction in the first set, supposing it to 

ma - pk . . .be represented by the formula k , the pr1nc1pal frac-mb _ qe
tions in one set corresponding reverse]y to those of the other 
set, and likewise the intermediates to the intermediates. It 
is useless therefore to try a pair of values of m and k so 
obtained, but any other pair will give new fractions. 

250. For in the series of converging fractions, 

A B C D E 
A.1e' B, ' C1 '  Di '  E1 ' 

in which a, /3, "/, J, € are the quotients, it is known that. 

A =  a, 
B = {3A + I == a/3 + I, 

C == 'YB + A =  (a/3 + I)'Y + a, 

D = JC +  B = { (a/3 + I)'Y + a} J + a/3 + 1 ,  
E = £ D + C == &c.•• •  

B1 = (3, 
C1 ::a /3"/ + I, 

D1 = (fi'Y + I}�e+ /3, &c. 
(Euler's Algebra, p. 476.) 

· )  ., 
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•hence we obtain 
C - E - eD, 

- B == JE - (Je + I) . D, 
A =  (-y8 + l)E - { (8e + l),y + e)}D.

In which the coexisting values of the coefficients of · 
E and D, the last and last but one of the series of nume
rators, are I and e, 8 and Je + I, ,y8 + I and (8e + I) 'Y + e, 
and so on, which manifestly follow the same law as the 
corresponding values of A1 and A, B1 and B, &c., if 
We substitute EJ,y{3a for a{3 -y8€ respectively. Also the 
Rarne rnay be similarly shewn for the denominators Au B., 
Ci,• • • &c., as well as for the intermediate fractions. The 
coefficients of E and D will therefore be obtained from these 
quotients, if we treat them in this reverse order in the 
same manner as when we obtain from them the values of 
the successive converging fractions. And since E and D 
correspond to a and p, their coefficients are the values of 

tn and k in the formula 
m a  - p k , which belong to the 
mb - qkcontinued fractions. 

251. To shew this more clearly take this example,
45 

'� which treated in the usual manner gives the following 
set of quotients and converging fractions. -

Quotients. 3 4 1 2 
,_ 

Principal 3 (d) 13 (e) 16 
(a) 

0 (h) I (/) 45 Fractions. l 0 
(o) I 4 5 14 

,_ 

(o'} 10 
. (h') � 3 (r) 1 

Intermediate
Fractions. (h") : (c"} 1

2 

"') 4(c l .... 



- -

- -

45 

13 

- 1 
45 

• 

,:
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Writing the quotients in the reverse order and proceed r
ing as before, we obtain the following set. 

>, 

Quotients. 2 1 4 3 

Principal l 3 45
Fractions. (f) �l (e) -0 (d) 21 (c) -1 (b} 15

4 
(a) 16 

- - ..-

,,,) 11 31(e') � (0 (b")1 4 11 
Intermediate 

(c") a (b') 1:Fractions. 3 

(c') 5 

Now every one of the fractions in the last set consist 
m

of the value of k that belongs to one of the fractions 

of the first set, as shown by the corresponding letters 
of reference; the fractions of the first set being supposed 
to be represented by the formula 

m x 45 - k x 16 -- ·--- ---· . 
m x 1 4  - k x 5  

This is shown in the following table : 

m m- Principal Fractions. Intermediate Fractions. k k 

= 14 
1
T 

1 x 45 - 1 x 16 
1x14 - 1  x 5 =9 

e'
0 1 x 45 - 0  x 16f 1x14 - o  x o 

"1 0 X 45 - 1  X 16 16 11- 4 X 45 - 11 X 16 4 c'e = -0 X }4 - 1  X 5 5 4 4 X 14 - }} X 5 = 1  

= 4
2 } X 45 - 2 X 16 

1 X 14 - 2  X 5 
8 3 X 45- 8 X }6
3 3 X 14 - 8  X 5 

7d c" 
- 2 

3 1 x 45 - 3  x 16 3 5 2 X 45 - 5 X 16 10 c'C -f 1 x 14 - 3  x 5 = r  2 2 X 14 - 5 X 5 = 3  

14 5 X 45 - 14 X }6 1 31 11 X 45 - 31 X }6
5 X 14- 14 X 55 TI fl x 14 - 31 x 5 b"b 

= o  

16 
16 X 45 - 45 X 16 . 0 6 X 45 - 17 X 16 217 b'16 X 14- 45 X 5 = r  6 X 14 - 17 X 5 = 16a 

-

I 

t
ii 

,i i  



mation for the original fraction, 
45 

= 8.214. 
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Any other integrals substituted for m and k will give
ne.w approximate fractions ; as for example, 

2 X 45 - 3 X 16 42----- = - = 3.230,
2 X 14 - 3 X 5 13 

3 X 45 - 7 X 16 23--- --- = - = 3.285,
3 X 1 4  - 7 X 5 7

the decimals serve to show the closeness of the approxi-

1 4  

252. If we apply this method to the example (Art. 247) 
or an annual movement, the approximate fraction becomes 

164359 x k - m x 58804 
450 x k - m x 161 ' 

in · Which k -and m may have any values ; for example, 
7 )( 164359 - 22 X 58804 143] 75 25 X 69 X 83 

corresponding to a period of 365d . 5h _ 48'. 58".6944. (error
l0".69). This is the annual train which has been calculated 
by a different method by P. Allexandre, in 1734, and after
"ards by Camus and Ferguson. 

IIowever, the expression 
3 X 164359 - 10 X 58804 94963 1 1  X 89 X 97= 

0 ,

8 x 450 - JO  x 161 260 2· x 5 x 18 

w• hle · h corresponds to a period of 365d . 5h _ 48'. 55".ss, 
ls qUJte as convenient, and rather more accurate. 

In a train of this kind one or more endless screws may
be introduced, by way of saving teeth ; for example, in the
fraction last cited the numerator does not admit of being
divided into less than three wheels ; but the denominator 
'Olay be distributed between two pinions and an endless 
screw, (remembering that the lattel" is equivalent· to a 

7 X 450 - 22 X 161 
-

892 = 8 X 7 X 7 ' 
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pinion of one leaf) thus, 1 x 20 x 13, or I x 10 x 26. If 
the endless screw be not convenient, then the terms of the 
fraction n1ust be 1nultiplied by 4, to make the numbers of 
the denominator large enough for three pinions, and the 
train will stand thus, 

44 X 89 X 97 
8 X }0 X 13 

• 

253. Ex. To find a Lunar train that shall derive 
its motion from the twelve-hour arbor of a clock. 

The mean synodic period of the Moon is 29d. 12h . 44'. 
211.8032, which is exactly equal to 29d.530588, or nearly 
29d,5306, and since twelve hours is equal to od.5, the ratio will 

295306 . . . 147653 .be --- , or, d1v1d1ng each term by 2, --- ; from which
5000 2500 

the following quotients and fractions may be obtained. 

Quotients. 69 16 2 1 16 3 

Principal
Fractions. 

1949 289459
T 

48253 147653 

A 16 33 49 817 2500 

( ) 4843 99400 
(D)C 82Secondary

Fractions. 
1683 

( ) 19313 
B 327 

Now as the whole number nearest to the original fraction 
is 59, which is less than 82, it is clear that two pair of wheels 
should suffice. The whole of the secondary fractions which 
,vould not admit of reduction, are omitted. The principal 

945
fractions are refractory, with the exception of (A), 16 = 

732 

·; • , which has been employed by Ferguson and by Mr. 

Pearson ; it corresponds to a period of 29d. 1 2h. 45' exactly, 

.•• 



lllethod in (Art. 245.). 

2 X 41 

(D) = 9�400 = 28 x 52 x 7 x 71 has an error of + 1".os. 

Values of 

a, art. Pl1111ewy Numbers. 
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and has an error in excess of 57".2 ;  as it is a multiple of 
seven, it may be introduced into a clock which has a weekly 
arhor. 

This fraction has been already obtained by a coarser 

��
318 7 31(B) = = x x 

89 has an error in defect of o".6 
• 327 8 X 109in each lunation. 

4843 
= 29 x 167 has an error of - 8".6.(C) = 

82 

82I 83 x 11 x 17 
Other results may be obtained from the expression, 

147658 x k - m x 48258 , as in the following Table. 
2500 X k - m X 817 

k 
D 

F 
D .m Factors. Error ln 

a Lunation. ' .  m p· 

41520a 12 69 703 
10329831 97 1749 

b 1258029 89 213 
21321C 16 233 361 

d 16733929 92 2664 
646723&1 1  
·1006 

-
1476511633 MMM) 2600 

0 X 48 X 173 
19 X 37 

2 X 13 X 29 X 137 
3 X }l X 63 

21 
X 6 X 17 X 37 

3 X 71 
103 X 23 X 9 

)9 X 19 
71 X 131 X 19 
� x  3' x 37 
25 

X 43 X 47 
Sx o x 73 

3 x 7 x 79 x 89  
21 

X 5' 

- 0".4 

+ 0".08 

- 6".18 

- 9".84 

+ 0".44 

+ 0''.48 

- 33".5 

Can,.Of these a is a train giTen by Fran�ur, b and c by A)1exandre, d by
?eaulus, e by Mr Pearson; each of these writen having arrived at b.i1 

t by a method of his own•. 
• VGtnE ide Franc�ur, MEcanique Elementaire, p. 146. Allnandre, Trait� 

P-Ura) dea Horlogea, p. 188. Camus on the Teeth of WheeJa. Rea' Cyclo-
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254. 1�he early mechanists were content ,vith rnuch 

more humble approxin1ations, and employed a great number' 
of unnecessary wheels. In the annual movement of the planet
ary clock, by Orontius Finreus (about 1700), the following 
annual train is etnployed, from a ,vheel which revolves in 
three days*. 

12--48 
36--180 

48,--48 
36.524--146o= -. 

1 
A train of half the n umber of wheels would do as well, 

thus 60ox 73o 1 �6-�1_s�o
, or - . 

6 X 6 12 X 18 

Again Oughtredt, in 1677, is satisfied to represent the 
synodic period of the l\iloon by 29i days, and employs the 

. 40 X 59
traino--- . Huyghens employed for the first time con-

10 X 4 

tinued fractions in the calculation of this kind of wheel
,vork t• 

255. Let it be required to connect an arbor with the 
hour arbor of an ordinary clock, in such a manner that it 
may revolve in a sidereal day ; so as to indicate sidereal time 
upon a dial, while the ordinary hands of the clock shew 
mean time upon their own dial. 

T,venty-four hours of sidereal time are equivalent to 
�-; 2sh. 56'. 4".0906 of mean solar. Neglecting the decimals 
-:o�!)d reducing to seconds, ,ve obtain 86400'' of sidereal time 
-iquivalent to 86164" of mean time, and therefore one wheel 
inust make 86400 turns while the other makes 86164, or 
dividing by the common factor 4, we get 

f 21600 ii ,, ,r .!- tl,i., l ,
ii r.-=-. , an unmanageable fraction. 

..., •.. "fm 
= · - ·-··"' 21541 

• Allexandre, p. 167, t Oughtred, Opuscula. ;:: Hugenii Op. posth, 17o3. 
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Ang. vel. of dial 4731 J 

ia Francreur's result. 

CLASS A. IN TRAINS, 

Approximating as before, we obtain the expression 

3651 k + 21541 . m·-- ' 3661 k + 21600.m 

•n which k = - 4, m = 7, gives 

I096 8 X 187-- = - --
1099 7 X ] 57 ,  

With a daily sidereal t'rror of o".0586, or 21''½ in the year•. 

256. Another mode of indicating sidereal and solar.tune in the same clock, consists in placing behind the ordi
nary hour hand a moveable dial concentric with and smaller 
than the fixed dialt. Both dials must in this case be
divided into twenty-four hours. The hand of the clock 
perforn1s a revolution in twenty-four solar hours, and there
�ore indicates mean solar time upon the fixed dial as usual,
Ut a slow retrograde motion is given to the moveable dial, 

;> that the same hand shall point upon the latter to the
sidereal time, which corresponds to the solar time shewn 
upon the fixed dial. For this purpose it is evident that
during each revolution of the hour hand, the moving dial
niust retrograde through an angle corresponding to the 
quantity which sidereal time has gained upon solar time in
twenty-four hours ; which is s'. 56". 555 = 236".555, and as
the entire circumference of the dial contains 86400", we have 

_Ang. vel. of hour hande= 864?0000 �88000= 60 x . 
236555 

From this fraction approximate numbers may be obtain
:, by which the proper wheel-work for the motion of the

ia} can he set out. 

• Th· 111 

fou:d �his method is due to Mr Margett, the details of his mechanism may be 
in Rees' Cyclopiedia, art. Dialwork. 

l,. 
:.• 
,... :, 
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2ssooo
f . re uc . r'l,h e ract1on - -- d eel to continued f .ract1ons gives 

47311 

6 11 2 3 1 152Quotients. 

6 67 140 627 
11 33 80 103 

&c.Fractions. 

(A) (n) 

(A) contains a large prime 487, but is employed by Mr 
3 X 11  X 19

Margett. (B) = -- --- contains a smaller number, and · 103 
is a better approximation. 
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